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Taylathon planners backpedaled in history and chose to host the race on the old track.

Annual bike relay set
to roll this Saturday
Anna Oelerich
Contributor
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At noon tomorrow, the quad between
Reade and Euler will see more action
than it has in years, thanks to Taylathon’s much earlier slot in the 2015-16
school year.
The bike relay, a campus tradition normally slated for the spring,
is now being held fall semester—a
change that has everything to do
with the building of the new campus
center, according to junior Hannah
Rathburn, member of the Inter-Class
Council (ICC).
“Usually Airband is the event that
ICC puts on in the fall. However, this
year we cannot have Airband in Rediger due to construction,” Rathburn
said. “So we are switching Airband
and Taylathon.”
Most returning students have
noticed that the race setup has
moved from its previous location on the Sammy Morris lawn.

Choros group discusses
gender and sexuality
issues in open forum
News Co-Editors

Tuesday evening, Choros, a discussion group about gender and sexuality, reconvened for the first time this
semester.
Approximately 20 people gathered in the Braden Room around
a large dinner table. Their colored DC plates clinked together as
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and later returned, but the team still
found it hard to be in high spirits after
this setback. However, by the second
practice, “the attitudes of the team
members improved drastically,” Noetzel said. She believes their strength
of community will be an advantage
on Saturday.
While other teams have found it
difficult to perfect transitions or recruit the needed number of athletes,
junior captain Tia Etter has encountered a setback of a different kind.
“The problem with our team is that
we haven’t found fitting nicknames
for each member of our team yet,” Etter said. “Without nicknames, morale
is running low.”
Etter’s team, which includes other
third-year competitors Erica Drost
and Lauren Nyczak, hopes to break
the senior’s winning streak.
Due to conflicting schedules within each of the teams, practices have
been short and focused, often beginning as early as 5:30 a.m.
“The whole thing is very last minute, so we only practice transitions,”

Table talk
Becca Robb & Cassidy Grom

TheEchoNews.com

Rathburn said that this year’s
course, originally used before the
construction of the Euler Science
Complex, is “a better and shorter
course.” This year’s race will take
bikers past the Reade and Ayres
buildings, with a quick downhill
between Ayres and Metcalf.
The decisions to shift both the
location and time of the bike relay
have most of the men’s and women’s team members on edge, including freshman team captain
Karsten Holmes.
“We had less than three weeks
to assemble an all-star team and
get practices in, as well as the extra time required for team bonding,”
Holmes said.
Annika Noetzel and her freshman team experienced a stressful
turn of events toward the beginning
of training.
“One of my teammates had put (our
bike) in the Third West Olson stairwell at night, and by morning it was
gone,” Noetzel said.
The bike was spotted by a friend

Photograph provided by Choros

Choros: a Koine Greek word meaning ‘open space,’ according to Kevin Diller.

attendees shuffled to make space
for each other. The club has gathered for nearly four years, but is altering its format.
“I would definitely like to have a
variety of groups involved (in our
events),” club president senior Zack
Taylor said. “Latino Student Union,
Black Student Union. I want it to
be a little more broad than just the
scope of Choros.”
On Tuesday, members discussed
the possibility of using books, articles and videos as launchpads
for informed conversation. They
also welcomed members to share
personal stories about their exp eriences and journ eys. O n e
member shared his story of discovering he is gay.
Junior Choros attendee Jayne Reinhiller said she knows most of the
participants personally and that
about half of them identify as LGBT
The group welcomes people with
non-traditional gender identities as
well as those who identify as heterosexual. Zack Taylor hopes these
open conversations will lend formerly hypothetical situations both
names and faces.

said Max Partain, a member of the
sophomore team. Holmes’ team has
also held short, spaced-out practices
to conserve energy and “increase productivity per minute.”
Regardless of shorter preparation
time, the teams are motivated and
ready to compete.
“Well, I won’t spill too many of our
secrets, but we have quite a bit of experience between all of us,” said junior
Logan Evans, whose team is largely
made of Taylathon veterans.
They have also found creative ways
to ease the pressure of the upcoming
race. “During practices we like to
dance, which makes it fun, especially
the Whip,” sophomore women’s captain Amanda Getgen said.
The race, first held in 1948, has garnered a large student spectator base
each year, but Etter is convinced it
could use more press.
“One thing that confuses me is why
ESPN chooses to cover Silent Night,
but not Taylathon,” Etter said. “We are
clearly the superior tradition.”
echo@taylor.edu

The LTC lists homosexual behavior as being “expressly prohibited
in Scripture and therefore (is) to
be avoided by all members of the
community.” However, Zack Taylor
clarified that living with same-sex
attraction is not the same as acting on it.
“You’re not going to run into disciplinary action if you say that you’re
gay,” he said. “Now, if you’re running
around and engaging in homosexual behavior . . . that’s where it kind
of falls (apart).”
Faculty advisor Kevin Diller has
advised the group since its founding. He said the group does not
intend to promote any singular
opinion, but to create a safe space
for discussion.
The conversations that will occur
in the Braden room this year may
carry more weight in light of today’s
political forums. Christians continue to discuss gender and sexuality
after the Supreme Court’s decision
in July to legalize homosexual marriage. Because of their new policies
allowing for practicing gay faculty,
both Goshen and Eastern Mennonite University have withdrawn from
the Council for Christian Colleges &
Universities (CCCU), of which Taylor
University is a member.
“The (Choros) group doesn’t
have an agenda to change a policy,” Diller said. “Taylor is very upfront about taking a traditional view
on marriage.”
echo@taylor.edu
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“If they wanted to vote on the spot, I had my
laptop there.”
Freshmen elect ICC president

Kids take campus
Jay County students visit
Taylor to learn about
higher education

Maddie Williams
Contributor

This week approximately 1,100 pairs
of little feet romped around Taylor campus.
Taylor was chosen to host a “Walk

Photograph by Shannon Smagala

On Euler’s lawn, elementary children received piggy banks to help them start saving for college.

Into My Future”event. The event was
part of a larger initiative to expose
young students to college and create
an expectation of attending a higher
education institution in the future.
Last month, the children worked
through curriculum that exposed
them to higher education.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, groups of Kindergarten through
third graders from Jay County, Indiana came to campus. They learned
Zumba from Trojan athletes, took a
tour of campus, and participated in
activities with elementary education
majors.They received piggy banks to
entice them to start saving money
for college.
Taylor was chosen because of its
close proximity to Jay County and its
safe environment. “(The Jay County
organizers) didn’t want to take their
kids to huge Ball State (campus),” said
Education Department Chair Cynthia Tyner.
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According to Collegechoice 529 and
the Lumina Foundation, only 6 percent of youth in Jay County are saving
for post-secondary education, but 60
percent of jobs will require higher education by 2020.
The field trip was just one part of
the Jay County Promise, a program
founded on the premise that students
who have a post-secondary savings
account are more likely to go on to
attend college.
Last month, parents of these students were asked to invest $25 into
a college savings account for their
child. The students were then expected to raise an additional $25 by
asking neighbors and friends. That
initial $50 is matched by corporate
and government-based donors, giving the children a total of $100 toward
their future education.
Tuesday, a group of children
mimicked Taylor students as they
danced to a parody of “Shut up and
Dance with Me.” The catchy Zumba
song mentioned Taylor had “endless
chocolate milk” but Tyner said the
purpose of the event was to advocate for higher education as a whole,
not Taylor University in particular.
echo@taylor.edu

The rise of a Freshmen

textbook empire
Alex Moore has developed
an alternative way to
deliver textbooks
Maddie Williams
Contributor

Students looking for an alternative
way to buy textbooks will soon have
a new option. Senior Alex Moore has
devised a plan to help.
When he considered how much his
friends paid for books last summer,
Moore wondered if he could find the
same books, but for less money. He
discovered that most students were
ordering their books from Amazon or
the campus bookstore.
Sophomore Michael Wiersema
said he easily spent between $500
and $550 on textbooks this semester. This was a similar response to
other feedback Moore received.
The more he asked the more he began to wonder if he could combine

several different book orders and
save some money.
This was the start of his company
“Textbook Beggar.”
Moore created a table that compared Amazon, the bookstore and
his prices. He estimated the prices he found were, on average, 50
percent lower than the bookstore’s
price and 15–20 percent lower
than Amazon’s.

“Even with my commission
included in the price, my
hope is that I am still your
cheapest option,” Moore said.
He used coupons different sites
provided each semester to his advantage. By combining multiple orders,
Moore could use group rates that aren’t available to everyone.
When thinking about how he was

Photograph by Mindy Wildman

Alex Moore joins the race to provide students with the cheapest textbook prices.

going to charge, Moore had a few
ideas in mind. Eventually he landed on a flat rate of $1.00 per book
in addition to the price of the book
itself. He felt adding the $1.00 in
commission ensured that he made
minimum wage.
Customers received their books at
their dorms’ front desks before classes started and came complete with
receipts to explain rental returns and
total savings.
After Moore added his commission, he said the books were still 8–10
percent cheaper than they were on
Amazon.
“Even with my commission included in the price, my hope is that
I am still your cheapest option,”
Moore said.
To ensure that he consistently found the lowest price, Moore
used a variety of sites that compared multiple book prices. In his
most recent order, Moore said he
collected textbooks from nine different sites.
He has given thought to utilizing student-run campus book
sales outlets, like the Facebook
pages “Textbook Exchange” and
“Free & For Sale.” Moore felt he
had ethical qualms when it came
to buying Taylor students’ old
books for the use of his company.
He thought it was not fair to buy
up their inventory only to sell it
for a profit.
When Moore went to place the
first order, he gave his customers
two payment options: PayPal or Venmo. This way, they didn’t have to
give their credit card information to
him directly.
Moore was confident that this
form of payment helped with
customer clarity. Neither the
customer, nor himself, was committed to anything until the money was there.
He admitted his company name
sounded very similar to Textbook
Butler. He did not want to step on
anyone’s toes, or make the students
confused, but decided to stick with
the name for now.
When asked about his plans for
J-term and the spring semester,
Moore said he will be taking orders
until Christmas. This cut-off date ensures customers will get their books
on time.
Moore also said he plans to develop his site “textbookbeggar.com”,
and make it available for students.
This will make it easier for students
to contact him from anywhere and
at anytime.
echo@taylor.edu

elect ICC

president

Freshman Inter-Class Council Vice President,
Josiah Peterson, and President, Aaron Lorenzo.

Lorenzo comes out on top
Natalie Nohr
Contributor

Last week, Aaron Lorenzo, a member
of the largest freshman class in Taylor
history, was voted Inter-Class Council
(ICC) President.
Vice President Josiah Peterson, Secretary Annika Noetzel and Treasurer Jon Meharg joined Lorenzo on ICC
with 126 of the 296 freshmen votes,
according to ICC Senior Class President Hannah Harvey.
As president, Lorenzo said his goal
is “to unify Taylor’s freshman class by
putting on fun events and glorifying
God in the process.”
The team began focusing on this
mission during their campaign.
According to Peterson, they wanted to include all freshmen, especially the ones in smaller dorms.
Their strategy was to gain the
support of the smaller halls, Lorenzo said, so they targeted those
ones specifically. Peterson said
he focused on Wengatz Hall residents while Lorenzo campaigned
in Bergwall and Swallow Robin,
then they hit Gerig and Breuninger together.
Lorenzo made sure to communicate his goals as he was advertising
his candidacy.
“I just introduced myself,” Lorenzo
said. “If they were considering voting,
(then) I gave them my mission statement and some of my ideas, and let
them vote on their own time. If they

Photograph by Natalie Nohr

wanted to vote on the spot, I had my
laptop there.”
The new ICC president recognizes
that there may be challenges along
the way.
“It’s going to be hard to find
events that appeal to five hundred
people,” Lorenzo said. “I recognize
that not everybody likes outdoor
sports, and not everybody likes
theater. So, I want to put on . . . a
kickball tournament, and then the
next time . . . it will be like a poetry cafe or a karaoke night, just
so that it will appeal to different
groups of people.”
Lorenzo said despite potential difficulties, he plans to find a balance in
freshman class events to get as many
students involved as possible.
Ultimately, Lorenzo said he hopes
his classmates take time to get to
know one another so that, at some
point, freshmen can walk around
campus and be able to put a name to
many fellow classmates’ faces.
“(It’s important because) you live
with them . . . We’re going to be
rubbing shoulders . . . It’s good to
know people around you and know
their stories. You never know who’s
right next to you. It could be a best
friend; it could be someone who
impacts your life in a great way,”
Lorenzo said.
Lorenzo said that tomorrow after
Taylathon he and his team will visit
the various halls to meet other freshmen and hear about their hopes for
the year.
echo@taylor.edu
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“This isn’t about just two events a
year where we go and have fun at
a high school. It’s about creating a
relationship with the students and
giving them something to look forward
to. ”
The return of the Warriors
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The empire stirs
Recent changes to the
Japanese Constitution
allow for larger foreign
military involvement
Joseph Johns
Staff Writer

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe is awaiting the amendment of
the country’s Constitution later this
week. The controversial bill would allow Japan’s Self-Defense Force (SDF)
personnel to play a greater military
role overseas—something it has eschewed since the end of World War
II, reports CNN.
The amendment specifically changes Article 9, which reads: “Aspiring
sincerely to an international peace
based on justice and order, the Japanese people forever renounce war as
a sovereign right of the nation and the
threat or use of force as means of settling international disputes.”
The Washington Post reported that
opponents of the amendment such
as Craig Martin, an expert in Japan’s
constitution at Washburn University School of Law, have concern about
the new changes.
The democratically correct path to
a Constitutional Amendment in Japan stipulates that two-thirds of each
house of the Diet, Japan’s legislative
body, must approve the amendment.
In addition, half of Japan’s population
must approve of the amendment.
The East Asia Forum reported

that the Abe-led government instead opted for the simpler path of
Constitutional reinterpretation via
a cabinet decision, short-circuiting
the due process.
Martin’s concern is reflected in the
protests outside of the Parliament
building in Tokyo.
CNN reports that thousands of people protesting the change gathered in
pouring rain outside the Parliament
in July when members of the Lower
House voted to approve a set of bills
backed by Abe.
These protests have been mostly
peaceful, thanks in part to the pacifist spirit of Japan after World War
II and also because of the democratic traditions the building represents.
Yuna Seo, a sophomore international relations student at Taylor,
said, “Most Japanese people, especially those who are living in Hiroshima,
are strongly against the Amendment.
This opposition comes from the
strong pain and ruinous results of war
that was led by (the) strong nationalism of Japan before World War II.”
One man went so far as to self-immolate, reported CNN, dumping
gasoline on himself, igniting and
jumping from a bridge because of
his convictions about the government’s change in position concerning armed conflict issue.
Many people attribute the change to
powerful regional neighbors such as
China, North Korea, and South Korea.
China is constructing artificial
islands in the South China sea in

A papal visit
The pope visits the U.S. and
lectures congress about
various policy issues

Julia Camara
Contributor

Photograph provided by New York Times

The pope receives standing ovation after lecturing congress on various policy issues.

an attempt to bolster its territorial claims in the region while North
Korea announced that it is ready to
use nuclear weapons “any time” according to Al-Jazeera.
South Korea has shown support for
Japan’s Constitution to stay the way it
is now by helping promote awareness
and public support of Article 9 in 2014,
according to the New York Times.
In response to the anticipated changes in policy from Japan,
these nations are concerned about
this development.
The motivation for Abe’s actions
is unclear to the Japanese people, as
expressed in Abe’s approval ratings
plummeting to well below 50%, according to an article written in Britain’s Financial Times.
In any case, Japan is poised to

Chris Yingling
Co-Editor in Chief

Taylor traditions are sort of a big deal.
While the Big Three (Silent Night,
Airband and Taylathon) garner most
of the attention on campus, the newest Taylor tradition shone last weekend. Saturday was the third bi-annual
Wes-Del Apocalypse, held during a
football game between the Warriors
of Wes-Del High School and the South
Adams Starfires.
Last fall, three Taylor students saw
an ad for a Wes-Del game on their
way home. Out of this grew the campus-wide Wes-Del Apocalypse. Taylor students caravan to Wes-Del high
school in Gaston, Indiana. While Taylor students have no particular tie to
the school, they come for one reason:
to cheer the Warriors to victory.
The student-led event has changed
in leadership during the last year.
While only two students chaired last
year’s basketball game, a Wes-Del
Council of seven formed to lead Saturday’s festivities.
With funding from meal transfers

and a few out-of-pocket expenses,
the Wes-Del Council put on a successful tailgating event which included many Taylor students, in
addition to some of the arriving
Wes-Del students.
“That’s what broke the ice,” said senior council member Landon Stuart.
“We invited them to have some food
and eat with us. We broke out the maroon body paint, started helping each
other out and, like that, we became
one student section.”
The Wes-Del athletic department
and administrative staff went out of
their way to welcome the Taylor population for the football game. A donor in contact with the high school
provided #WesDelApocalypse towels for Taylor and Wes-Del students
to whirl around throughout the
night’s competition.
And the madness ensued.
It was a crazy evening for students from both schools. Students
danced the night away with cheers
such as the banana peel and the
Wes-Del fight song. Twenty-two
shirtless men emblazoned with
“!Wes-Del Warriors!#KO” in maroon and white body paint danced
around the sideline like lunatics,

FRIDAY

China appears to be attempting to
provoke a response from Japan.
The United States supported Japan’s
pursuit to broaden the use of its military power in its Constitution, acting
as the counterweight to the plethora of
criticism that Japan has received from
its immediate neighbors.
President Barack Obama, as quoted in a Washington Post article, said,
“Prime Minister Abe is leading Japan
to a new role on the world stage.”
The amount of national rhetoric
encompassing this issue makes it difficult to see where that “role on the
world stage” will be for Japan, but we
can be sure that Japan will continue to
be a world power, with a slightly larger
military footprint used to defend the
ideals of freedom and equality.
echo@taylor.edu
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A Japanese flag flies amongst battleships in the Pacific.

If you’re not too busy hashtagging
Instagram photos of your weekend
plans, then take a minute to search
#popeinusa. Pope Francis embarked
on his first visit to the United States
on Sept. 22, making a six-day sweep
through Washington D.C, Philadelphia and New York City.
This particular Holy Father is
known for his controversial convictions that go beyond the tenets of traditional Roman Catholicism. While
the business of popes generally involves keeping the peace, Pope Francis’s visit caused quite a ruckus even
before he set foot in the United States.
While in Cuba,met with former
president and communist leader, Fidel Castro, and spent time talking
about and exchanging books on religion, Voice of America reports.
The pope also performed a Mass
where he subtly spoke out against the
communist government, emphasizing that people should not succumb
purely to ideology, reported in Time.
Additionally he addressed the importance of tolerance, mercy, reconciliation and the family.
Despite the content of the Pope’s
message to Cubans, Conservatives
in America believe the pope did not

The return of the Warriors
Wes-Del Apocalypse
returns for round three

continue on the path to substantive military engagement of enemies
abroad such as the Islamic State, or
ISIS, which kidnapped two Japanese
hostages and released a video of one
hostage being decapitated in Jan.
2015, according to an NBC article.
China also wants to ensure Japan
stays within its bounds by constructing artificial islands in the South
China Sea, a heavily disputed area
between the two countries. These islands allow China to claim control of
the water around the islands, as well
as any oil or natural gas found in the
waters around the sovereign Chinese
territory.
This is significant because Japan
claimed some islands near the newly built Chinese islands as their own,
prior to the Chinese construction.

September 25, 2015

cheering on the Warriors.
The cheering and romping wasn’t
enough to secure a victory. Wes-Del
met their match, losing 20–12 to
South Adams. However, junior council member Steve Lancaster thinks
that this Wes-Del Apocalypse was the
most successful so far.
“Our goal is to open doors between
Taylor and Wes-Del,” Lancaster said.
“This isn’t about just two events a
year where we go and have fun at
a high school. It’s about creating a
relationship with the students and
giving them something to look forward to.”
According to Stuart and Lancaster, the attendance at Wes-Del athletic
events since the first Apocalypse has
skyrocketed. The morale of students
heading into game day has seen a significant increase and athletes seem
more pumped to play.
And it’s not stopping at athletics.
The Wes-Del Council is making an
effort to increase Wes-Del/Taylor interaction outside of the Apocalypse.
Small groups, Young Life and lunch
interactions are in the works between
the administration at Wes-Del and
the Taylor council members.
“We want this to continue,” Stuart

go far enough in his public criticism
of the Cuban government. Conservatives in America are also discontent
about the Pope’s message to Congress.
The pope’s address in Congress drew
some LGBT+ attendees. Included on
the guest list were Mateo Williamson
(a transgender Catholic), Vivian Taylor (a transgender Episcopalian) and
Gene Robinson (an openly gay bishop).
According to the The Washington
Times, the guest list was influenced
by the Obama administration. This
political interference upset the Vatican. Michael Hichborn, president of
the conservative Catholic group Lepanto Institute, reported to Fox News
that “(President Obama is) trying to
force the pope into a situation where it
seems as if the church is giving license
to homosexuality and socialism.”
The Vatican suspected it was the attempt by the President to use the papal visit as a way to publically address
the pope’s beliefs regarding social issues
like same-sex marriage and abortion.
Regardless of what controversy comes out of the pope’s visit, the
public attention he is receiving from
the United States is nothing short of
a superstar welcome. A hefty itinerary awaited his arrival including a

celebration of Mass in the Madison
Square Gardens and a parade through
Central Park. When he arrived in
Washington on Wednesday morning, more than ten thousand people
who had been waiting for hours to see
him on the south lawn of the White
House. As reported in the Washington Times, blocks of police and secret
service lined the streets awaiting the
pope’s arrival.
As a means of advertising the pope’s
visit, a mural went up in New York
City. It stands roughly 225 feet high
and 93 feet across and required a total
of 100 gallons of paint. The painting
is of the pope standing with a cross
around his neck, his hand waving a
greeting. Alongside the painting is the
hashtag #popeinusa and a logo of the
Catholic cable channel which will air
24-hour coverage of the Pope’s time
in America. As reported in the Wall
Street Journal, the mural encourages
people to hear the words of the Pope
straight from his mouth, rather than
from a secular newspaper.
For more updates, photos and a
chance to get involved on the hot
topic conversations regarding Pope
Francis, follow #popeinusa.
echo@taylor.edu

said. “Once we’re gone, we want there
to be a partnership between the two
schools that will continue to last.”
Although the spring Apocalypse

has yet to be scheduled, there’s one
thing that we know for sure: the WesDel Apocalypse is here to stay.
echo@taylor.edu
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The third bi-annual Wes-Del Apocalypse took place on September 19, complete with cheers such as “peel banana,” the “rollercoaster” and more.
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BEHIND
THE WHEEL S

Taylathon captains
discuss strategy and earlymorning breakfasts
Lindsay Robinson
Life & Times Co-Editor

Although much about the Taylathon
tradition is changing this year, its participants are taking the new challenges in stride. They have braved early
morning practices and the possibility of broken bones, all in the name of
becoming the next Taylathon champion. There is no challenge a true Taylathoner cannot overcome with lots
of practice and a hearty breakfast.

Jesse Stutzman: Senior Men’s
Captain
1) What is your team’s color and
name? What do your T-shirts look
like and what do they say?
“Team name: Achilles Wheel. Our
color is yellow, so if you’re at the race
and you see a flash out the corner of
your eye, that’s us. I’m gonna defer to
the senior girls for the T-shirt design
because that was their masterpiece.”
2) How is your team preparing for
the race?
“Our practices mainly focus on
transitions. We have refined our technique this year to give (hopefully) the
smoothest, fastest and most strategic
transition.”
3) Why should other teams be
afraid of you?
“Our team’s best asset is probably our senior status. When it comes
down to it, as far as I know the teams
are decently evenly matched with
regards to athletic ability, so really
what is going to matter on race day
is our strategy. Under the leadership
of four-year veteran Darius Farmer,
we’ve been practicing with strategy in
mind, and I think that will give us the
extra ‘oomph’ to push through in first.
But in all honesty, with the new
course the race is going to be much
different. We will be working in much
closer quarters at a faster pace which
will affect transitions, turns, etc. You
never know what’s going to happen
on race day!”
4) How is the change of date from
the spring to the fall affecting your
preparation for the race?
“Well, for one, getting up in the
morning and it being significantly
warmer is definitely a plus. I actually
like having it in the fall, the year is still
fresh and it is neat starting off with
that much of an adrenaline rush!”
5) W hat i s th e breakfast
of champions?
“Bananas. Perfect for ‘I just woke
up and need something to eat’ and
‘I’m about to do a couple bike sprints
so (I) don’t want too much.’ Besides.
Potassium.”
Tobi Ballantine: Senior Women’s
Captain
1) What is your team’s color? What
do your T-shirts look like?
“We have yellow shirts since we are
the senior team. They have a bike on
the front that says Taylathon.”
2) How is your team preparing for
the race?
“We practice a few days a week,
mainly focusing on transitions, but
also have been riding around the
course to boost our stamina. “
4) Why should other teams be
afraid of you?
“We have won the past two years by
quite a bit of time and we are all very
fast bikers.”
5) How is the change of date from
the spring to the fall affecting your
preparation for the race?
“It’s made practice times more difficult to schedule because we have student teachers, but other than that it’s
actually helped us because our last
Taylathon race was so recent we don’t
have to relearn anything.”
6) W hat i s th e breakfast
of champions?
“ICC brings us Starbucks and that
has been good for our souls.”

Logan Evans: Junior Men’s Captain
1) What is your team’s color?
“The junior team color is blue.”
2) How is your team preparing for
the race?
“We’ve been practicing since last
week. The first week we practiced
at 5:30a.m. and this week we’ve been
practicing at 6:30. The first couple
days we focused on transitions and
then we just practiced by transitioning and riding laps like we would
during a race.”
3) What is your team’s best quality?
“Our guys have a lot of experience,
and we’ve practiced more than any of
the other guy teams.”
4) How is the change of date from
the spring to the fall affecting your
preparation for the race?
“It doesn’t affect us a whole lot.
We only practice a couple weeks in
advance. It is nice that it’s warmer
in the mornings than it would be in
the spring.”
5) W hat i s th e breakfast
of champions?
“Green eggs and ham.”
Tia Etter: Junior Women’s Captain
1) What is your team’s color? What
do your T-shirts look like?
“Our T-shirts are fresh. A ‘Logan
Evans Original’, if you know what I
mean. I’ll save their design to be revealed on race day but the junior
team is blue.”
2) How is your team preparing for
the race?
“Preparing? Were we supposed
to be doing something to prepare
for this?”
3) What is your team’s best quality?
“Our best quality is our dashing
good looks. Our second-best quality
is our ability to tuck and roll.”
4) How is the change of date from
the spring to the fall affecting your
preparation for the race?
“I have a theory that the chapel is
only being redone so that we had a
reason to switch Taylathon and Airband as a PR scandal because having
Taylathon in the fall promotes more
falling during the race which makes
a more excited Taylathon audience.
But that’s just my opinion.”
5) What is the breakfast of
champions?
“The breakfast of champions includes the DC’s finest blueberry
doughnut and a tall glass of chocolate milk. “

Clayton Cina: Sophmore Men’s
Captain
1) What is your team’s color? What
do your T-shirts look like?
“Not a clue. The sophomore girls
team had a few members who were
interested in designing the shirt, so I
let them take it. I don’t think we ever
discussed colors. I’m sure they’ll do
just fine.”
2) How is your team preparing for
the race?
“Well, usually teams will wake up
early (5:30 or 6:30 depending on the
week) for the two weeks before the
race. But . . . our team isn’t too keen
on waking up that early, and I don’t
blame them. So last week we met up
at 7 p.m. . . . and practiced our transitions by riding in circles around
Reade parking lot. This week, we’ve
been meeting up at 11 p.m. and have
been practicing on the course. Technically, I don’t know if we’re supposed
to be on the track at that time, but
don’t tell anyone.”
3) What is your team’s best quality?
“Our guys really work hard. They’re
committed to working together as
a team to achieve something. But
we have fun doing it too. The team
is awesome.”
4) How is the change of date from
the spring to the fall affecting your
preparation for the race?
“There’s not really any difference,
really. Maybe it’s a little colder now
than it was in the spring, but if that’s
the case then it’s not by much.”
5) What is the breakfast of

champions?
“A banana. Just a banana.”

Amanda Getgen: Sophomore
Women’s Captain
1) What is your team’s color? What
do your T-shirts look like?
“Our team color is red this year. Our
T-shirts have a design that goes along
with the (throwback) theme of Taylathon this year. We want to keep the
shirts a surprise, so you will have to
come to Taylathon to see the shirts.”
2) How is your team preparing for
the race?
“Our team is practicing every day to
get ready for Taylathon. We have been
working hard on the course to get the
transitions down and work the speed
on the course.”
3) What is your team’s best quality?
“The best quality of the sophomore
team is that the team is full of fun, different people who are very unique in
their way that brings a new spunk to
the team.”
4) How is the change of date from
the spring to the fall affecting your
preparation for the race?
“The team was very hard to get together this year since a lot of people
have the stress of the new year and
they were not able to do it. But we
somehow got together a great team.”
5) W hat i s th e breakfast
of champions?
“The breakfast of champions is
Ivanhoe’s.”
Karsten Holmes: Freshmen Men’s
Captain
1) What is your team’s color? What
do your T-shirts say?
“We have green T-shirts that say
Taylathon: ‘Bike off that freshman ’15.”
2) How is your team preparing for
the race?
“We are preparing for the race by
short rigorous practices as well as
hearty team bonding exercises. We
recognize that bike passing is a very
team oriented activity, and it is imperative that we function as one
large unit.”
3) What is your team’s best quality?
“Our best quality would definitely
be that we are an extremely attractive
group of strapping young men.”
4) How is the change of date from
the spring to the fall affecting your
preparation for the race?
“Taylothon being in the fall has
been extremely difficult, seeing as we
had no captain three weeks before the
race. We had very little time to assemble a team of extreme athletes, schedule practice time and still have time
for the bonding of brothers. But there
is no challenge that can’t be overcome
when you can rely on the men on your
left and right.”
5) W hat i s th e breakfast
of champions?
“The only breakfast that champions
eat is tuna and peanut butter.”
Annika Noetzel: Freshmen
Women’s Captain
1) What is your team’s color and?
What do your T-shirts look like and
what do they say?
“The freshman team color is green.
Our shirts say “Bike off that freshman
’15” for the freshman 15 pun along with
2015. The words are circled around a
bike tire in the middle of the shirt.”
2) How is your team preparing for
the race?
“We are preparing for the race by
practicing transitions and building relationships with each other so
that we are able to work well together. We have had three practices and
will have three more in preparation
for the race.”
3) What is your team’s best quality?
“Our team’s best quality is encouragement. We are able to build each
other up and not tear each other
down because we are a close-knit
team who truly cares for each other.”
4) How is the change of date from
the spring to the fall affecting your
preparation for the race?

“Since it is the start of the
school year, it has been stressful to try and manage time between schoolwork, Taylathon and

other extra-curricular activities.
Many members of the team are busy,
so it is hard to try and find times
where we are all available to practice. It is difficult, but manageable.”
5) W hat i s th e breakfast
of champions?
“I would say the breakfast of champions would be a healthy stack of
chocolate chip banana pancakes
with some chocolate milk. . . . It’s
my favorite.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Sophomore women are ready for battle.
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Sophomore Amanda Getgen preps for the new course.
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Freshmen guys train with confidence.

Junior guys keep it classy.
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Wilbers believes the best way to discover
the hidden gems of Taylor Wilderness is to
just go out and take a walk.
Feeding Taylor’s wild side

September 25, 2015

Meet the
Morris men
An open invitation to party
on the Morris block
Chrysa Keenon
Contributor

With the semester now in full swing, it
is easy to get caught up in classwork,
leaving relaxation and socializing behind. But this weekend your problems
will be solved by the Samuel Morris
Hall block party. The dorm is launching its debut event this Saturday from
8 p.m. to midnight.
The Brotherhood’s PA, senior
William Hussey, and the other Samuel Morris PAs hope the party to
be a great gesture of welcome from
the guys in residence life. “It is all
about spreading Taylor hospitality,”
Hussey said. “We do not care who
attends, we just want to make sure
everyone has a good time.”
This is the first event of this type
Samuel Morris has thrown. It took

shape last spring when a few Sammy residents noticed how empty
the yard around their dorm looked
in comparison to Olson Beach.

Traditions are started by
things worth doing again.

“ We looked at our yard and
thought, ‘It can be just as great as
over there,’” said sophomore Noah
Nemni. According to Nemni, the
guys began brainstorming ideas of
how to put on a theoretical lawn
party, but it quickly became a reality when other parts of campus
volunteered to help.
Light snacks and desserts are
being provided by the DC. Decorative lights will keep the north
side of campus illuminated once
it gets dark, and lawn games such

as cornhole and Spikeball will be
played throughout the evening.
Campus services such as intramurals and media services sponsored
this event, broadcasting it across
the Taylor community.
The block party has all the makings of a new Taylor tradition.
When asked if this would be the
start of a new legacy, Hussey replied, “Traditions are started by
things worth doing again. This
(block party) may be a tradition,
but it may not. It depends on the
reaction we get.”
Event organizers started a Facebook group keeping those subscribed updated on the party’s
progress. However, social media
is not the only platform utilized
for advertisement. Posters and announcement fliers pepper campus,
making sure the party will be on everyone’s agenda.
Although the event is not an official Taylathon after-party, it is open
to all after the event. According to
Nemni, the date was specifically
picked in order to end an already
memorable day.
Whether you come to meet or
eat, the block party hopes to be
an inviting time for people from
all dorms.
echo@taylor.edu
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Sammy PAs are just as excited about their party as they are about each other.

Feeding Taylor’s wild side
Ditch the DC line and
see what you can find
Grace Hooley
Contributor

In the age of Whole Foods and Trader
Joe’s, buying organic has never been
so trendy. Actually foraging for food
in the wilderness? A little less trendy.
But you can’t get more organic than
right out of the woods.
Junior David Aronson often rides

his bike into the woods behind Randall, studying unique plants and food
you can harvest right on Taylor’s
campus. On his quests, Aronson has
found apples, black raspberries, elderberries, strawberries, grapes, mayapples, olives and even green, seedy
fruits called pawpaws.
If you look closely, there are different plant species everywhere.
Aronson has recorded the oxalis, toothwart, waterleaf, violet,
spring beet and garlic mustard. He

recommends the acres behind Randall and the forest by Taylor Lake as
the best spots to look.
Senior Helen Wilbers also enjoys looking for food in the Taylor
Wilderness.
“I mostly go for plants,” Wilbers
said. “There are also a lot of wild
grapes on the sides of country roads.”
Wilbers and her roommate made
jelly out of the wild grapes she found,
but had some trouble getting it to set.
“I didn’t put enough pectin in,” she

said. “But I’m going to try again.”
Wilbers believes the best way to
discover the hidden gems of Taylor
Wilderness is to just go out and take a
walk. She suggests that those exploring should stay on Taylor property
and wear jeans to protect their legs
from scrapes. But both Wilbers and
Aronson believe not a lot of gear is
needed when braving the Taylor wild.
“Just have fun with it,” Aronson says.
“I go with a couple biology friends of
mine, and it’s a really fun way to just

hang out and be in nature.”
There is a garden by Randall, but it’s
often forgotten about by Taylor students. Aronson and Wilbers would love
to see more students involved, but it’s
hard when everyone is already so busy.
Last year, Wilbers made a class proposal for some trails to be made within the woods, making the wilderness
a little more inviting for students.
Taylor offers various environmental
science classes, but Aronson and Wilbers argue the best way to learn about
natural food is to forage it yourself.
So if the DC isn’t cutting it for you,
maybe consider cutting it yourself . . .
in the wild.
echo@taylor.edu

The bi-weekly bachelor and bachelorette #TaylorU’s
Madison
May

Dietrich
Swinney

“Diva is female
version of a
hustler.” - Diva,
Beyoncé

Photograph provided by Madison May

“Celibacy isn’t for
everyone.”
- Dietrich
“Bonhoeffer”
Swinney

Photograph provided by Dietrich Swinney

Echograms #TaylorU

TOP
TWEETS
Alexa Kathryn @
 lexkat19
You know you go to @tayloru
when you get confused during
your study abroad program
because nobody is following the
LTC. #tayloru #LTC4ever

Danielle Solis @danimariesolis
really considering starting a
petition to allow pets bc the
separation anxiety from my dog is
too real #tayloru
Michael Snyder @
 michaelsnyder95
All these little kids on campus
remind me of the good days when
we had designated nap time and
our “textbooks” were under 20
pages #tayloru
Tobi Ballantine @
 tobiballantine
If the only thing I accomplish after
I graduate is make the Top Tweets
section in the Echo then I know
I’ll have made it. #tayloru
Hannah Cutshaw @
 hannah_cut14
Random girl just heard me giving
myself a pep talk on my way back
from stats. If she was in my class,
I swear she would understand
#tayloru
Linda Karen Taylor @
 LindaEdits
Humiliation #1--fell OFF ONE
step, landed on my hands and
face on concrete. Kind student
helps me up. Hobble to class
#tayloru #klutz

@abbiebrewer94: When you get ready for a wedding two
hours early and there is nothing better to do than take
model photos #secondsouthgoessouth #tayloru

@jay_dubbzzzz: Samy by Sammy in Sammy. #sammycubed
#samuelmorris #tayloru #2NE #roomie #jemantha

Cassidy Grom @
 CassidyGrom
#TaylorU is recruiting elementary
school children. 400 kids on
campus. A line of their Zumba
theme song: “There is endless
chocolate milk.”

A
&E
Food for thought

“Denver & the Mile Orchestra have evolved
toward a ‘power funk’ sound that provides a
new perspective to contemporary pop music.”
A band for the family

TheEchoNews.com
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Food also serves as the catalyst
that allows the story to flow. A casual mention of a simple ingredient
can trigger an emotional discussion
about a bomb scare in a crowded
falafel restaurant or a loved one lost
to violence and hostility.

“Whether an upperclass
Jew or an Arab refugee,
each person onstage is knit
together by the presence
and passion for cuisine.”

Photograph by Shannon Smagala

(Left to right) Junior Alexis Colon, junior Abby Palmisano, junior Bekah Estes, junior Jessica Schulte, sophomore Ty Kinter, sophomore Grace Foltz and senior Leah Murphy play Arab refugees.

Taylor Theatre’s first play
of year explores both sides
of Arab-Israeli conflict
Austin Lindner
A&E Editor

Everything in life has a taste.
Conflict is sour. Happiness is sweet.
Loss is bitter.
The flavors of life are often mixed.
No carefree event comes without
the tang of sorrow. No tearful moment comes without the sweet tint
of a silver lining.
When the tastes combine, they
provide us with the richness and
complexity that make life poignant.
This intricacy of taste serves as
the backbone for “The Arab-Israeli Cookbook.”
Created by playwright and actor

Robin Soans, this two-act production which will kick off Taylor’s
2015–16 theatre season. Soans has
a passion for a documentary style
of theatre, in which the characters
reenact interview subjects’ experiences onstage, using the transcript
of their interviews.
For “Cookbook,” Soans travelled
to the Gaza Strip and the West Bank,
where he interviewed ordinary people from both sides of the Arab-Israeli conflict.
Using life experiences as ingredients, Soans compiled his research
into a production including 39 characters, played by 15 actors in Taylor’s adaptation. Their overlapping
storylines and monologues show
the complexity of the political and
economic situation in Israel and its
neighboring countries.

Whether the characters begin
debating the conflict passionately or treading on the subject with
caution, violence and terrorism
are an everyday reality for each
of them.
“Everything appears normal on
the surface, but there are cracks,”
says Rena, an American woman
now living in Jerusalem. Rena is
played by senior Morgan Turner,
who exudes maturity and charisma through her character’s outsider perspective.
Yet through the ever-shifting
landscape of the political conflict,
food is the stable factor connecting each character to the others.
Whether an upperclass Jew or an
Arab refugee, each person onstage
is knit together by the presence and
passion for cuisine.

In “Cookbook,” meals represent
security—recipes preserve thousands of years of heritage and tradition, unwavering in the face of
the bombings.
Food highlights cultural differences and class struggles. Characters offer rigidly traditional cooking
advice, often refusing to open their
minds to the possibility of another flavor entering the mix. In some
instances, ingredients readily available to some of the players are envied by others.
Food also reflects some of the
play’s most poignant moments of
heartache and loss. When an Arab
mother, played by senior Leah Murphy, retells the story of her son dying at the hands of Israeli militants,
she recalls seeing him for the last
time at lunch.
“His last meal was stuffed zucchinis and yogurt,” she says, Murphy’s
voice breaking as she glances into
the audience with grief-stricken eyes.
And through both moments of
horror and elation, food most importantly reflects the humanity of
the characters on stage. Cooking
represents a zest for life, a factor
both sides of the conflict fight to
control in order to maintain their
sanity and sense of hope.
In Taylor’s interpretation of
“Cookbook,” the show’s staging is
simple, with three separate seating areas in front of a simple black
backdrop. A lone kitchen counter
stands in the center for characters
to cook and prepare food in front
of the audience, the scents through
the theatre with each experience
and anecdote. With a modest set
like this, the production must rely
on the emotional energy of its performances to fill the room, and
thanks to a worthy cast, it does.

A band for Praying for
the family originality

Denver & the Mile High
Orchestra concert
on Saturday
Danielle Barnes
Staff Writer

“a band for the American family”—a
band everyone can enjoy. They aim to
create music that influences people
and introduces them to life-changing
experiences.
“If we can inspire people to do the
things that they’re supposed to be doing,
that’s what it’s all about,” said writer and
bandleader Denver Bierman, who is also
a graduate of Plymouth High School in
Indiana.
The group will appear at Lakeview
Christian School this Saturday at 8:15 a.m.,
where they will perform for the school’s
chapel service. The band will also conduct a Q&A session and Bierman will
work one on one with choir students
from Lakeview. They will be hosting a free
concert at Upland Community Church,
also featuring guitarist and songwriter
Shane Tracey. The event will begin on
Sept. 26 at 7:30 p.m. with doors opening
at 6:30 p.m.

There’s something delightfully inspiring about being present at a
live music event. It allows people
to make unspoken connections
with the artists and create lasting
memories.
Denver & the Mile High Orchestra
hopes to inspire during its local concert this Saturday. The group’s live
performances capture the hearts of
their audiences, making them lifelong fans.
The Dove Award-winning band
placed third of the 12 top bands on
the Fox network reality television
series “The Next Great American
Band.” Formed in Nashville, Ten- echo@taylor.edu
nessee, the 18-member band began
as a group of friends from Belmont
University. Denver & the Mile High
Orchestra have evolved toward a
“power funk” sound that provides a
new perspective to contemporary
pop music.
They have played for artists such as
The Who, Kelly Clarkson and Matthew
West and have travelled across the globe,
performing during the Olympic Games
in 2002 and 2004. The band currently
Photo provided by Denver & the Mile High Orchestra
has two TV shows in development and
Lead vocalist and bandleader Denver
Bierman will be working with Marion
multiple upcoming recording projects.
choir students after his performance.
This group considers themselves

“War Room” breaks box
office with Christian clichés
Hannah Schaefer
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The 15 actors perform with a
sense of reverence and responsibility for the real people whose
poignant words gave life to this production. With honest inflections, a
conversational tone and genuine expressions, the performers honor the
source material and give equal credence to both sides of the conflict.
A verbatim play like “Cookbook”
can easily turn into a sensationalized political message or melodrama if misinterpreted. But under the
careful direction of Jessica Rousselow-Winquist, chair of the communication department, neither side
of the conflict is victimized for the
sake of drama, and neither side is a
hero for the sake of convenience. In
her last turn directing a production
with Taylor University before retiring,
Rousselow-Winquist dwells on the
idea that the true enemy threatening
to starve the characters of peace is
the blend of hate coming from both
sides of the turmoil.
While “Cookbook” offers sweet
moments of mealtime fellowship
and community to cleanse the audience’s palate, the production’s moments of bitterness are when the
show becomes truly memorable. Instead of shying away from the brutal
details, the actors beg their audience
to partake in the pain and loss of the
characters. The grief drives the characters’ yearning for peace and it is in
this grief that the play truly comes to
life as a work of art.
And in the face of such bitterness, “Cookbook” also shows
that sometimes our greatest weapon lies in simple, ordinary acts—
even the mundane cooking of a
simple dish. When aggression and
bloodshed from all sides of conflict try to steal our humanity, it
is through the everyday details of
our lives that we refuse to let go.
“That will to continue—it’s our
engine, it drives us,” says Rena.
“If they keep us from living a life,
they’ve won.”

Performances of “The ArabIsraeli Cookbook” will take place
at 8 p.m. on Sept. 25 and 26 and 2
p.m. on Sept. 27 in Mitchell Theatre.
Tickets are $7.
echo@taylor.edu

with our public image is making us
overbearing. We don’t want anyone to
walk away with a message other than
what we originally intended.
But art is not supposed to be a
sermon. Art is not supposed to give
us answers. Art is supposed to raise
questions. Typical Christian films
don’t allow their characters and
storylines to leave questions unanswered. By clinging to clichés
and refusing to take creative risks,
we’ve created disingenuous stereotypes, unbelievable plotlines and
some of the worst dialogue I have
ever laid ears on.
“The Passion of the Christ” worked
because it told Jesus’ story without
preaching, or condemning. “War
Room” did not work because the
battle on screen did not reflect the
battle in my soul. “War Room” felt
hollow when it most needed to
feel human.
Instead of spending your money
on another preachy movie with little artistic quality, create some art of
your own. It will most likely be better
than any Christian movie you’d pay
to sit through.

Consider “The Passion of the Christ.”
The only “Christian” movie ever nominated for an Oscar, “Passion”’s opening
weekend in Feb. 2004 brought in nearly
$84 million. It’s still the highest grossing
Contributor
Christian movie of all time, beating all
When I first saw “War Room,” it was of the “Chronicles of Narnia” films by at
a 2 p.m. showing on a Monday after- least $20 million. In comparison, movnoon and I was the only person there ies like “War Room,” “God’s Not Dead”
under 40 years old. I think that sums and “Heaven is for Real” brought in an
up the experience accurately.
average of $14 million each.
From start to finish, the film operatClearly, “Passion” did something
ed on tired stereotypes. The wizened old right. But why have most Christian
grandmother; the wife who felt distant movies floundered since? Can we
from her husband; the work-obsessed learn something about the art form
husband who didn’t respect his wife. The to help us make better films?
whole film unfolded under the premise
Christians fear being misinterpretthat there is no place for a wife to re- ed now more than ever, so we are
spectfully confront her husband, and overcompensating by force-feeding echo@taylor.edu
there is no place for practicing healthy audiences our message. Our paranoia
communication habits within the context of marriage. According to the film,
all you can do is pray that God will fix
it for you.
Not only did it portray an unhealthy view of marriage, but it also
communicated false beliefs about
prayer—that prayer is about getting
God to do what you want, and if He
doesn’t do it then you’re not praying
hard enough.
Overall, this movie turned out to be
a classic example of a Christian film
gone terribly wrong. As I walked out
of the theater, I asked myself, “Have
we ever made a quality Christian film?”
Photograph provided by Google Images
The answer: yes.
“War Room” uses tired stereotypes and serves as a sermon rather than a piece of art.

OPINIONS

It is relatively easy for someone to find
a place where no one can see his or her
computer screen.
Big Brother or brother’s keeper?

TheEchoNews.com

A Christian conviction

An invitation to
think critically about
LGBT adoptions
Edward P. Meadors
Faculty Contributor

Taylor is a Christian liberal arts institution committed to self-examining
critical thinking. Therefore our faculty and student body share an educational commitment to looking
at issues from all perspectives without dogmatism. In accord with Taylor’s educational philosophy, I invite
readers to think about a vital consequence of the gay marriage verdict
issued by the Supreme Court on June

26. I welcome feedback as we consider corporately what it means to be
Christians in the contemporary age.
Throughout history, every human being has been born to heterosexual birth parents. Hence, I find
it self-evident that children should
be granted the human right of being adopted by parents whose sexual orientations correspond to those
of all natural birth parents at the
time of conception. The optimal
parental relationship for all children is one comprised of a woman
and a man—God’s design for populating and stewarding the earth. In
this relationship, a child may grow
up to understand God’s universal

Photograph provided by Google Images

LGBT issues get more complicated when children are involved.
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Dining commons hypocrisy
Ashley Burkett
Contributor

The moment has arrived.
Nearly every semester, a Taylor
student publishes an article criticizing the quality and variety of
campus cuisine. Generally, the contributor lists the fluctuations of the
DC’s visual set up, temperature of
food, selection variety and freshness of product.
This year, it’s my turn. At each
meal, as we wander around searching for the best option, we internally
spew out complaints: Seriously, no
more bowls? How old is this apple? Why is the chicken line always
long? Isn’t this supposed to be the
healthy section?
I am sure that many—if not

FRIDAY

instant satisfaction of human appetites, has disregarded the Holy
Spirit’s gift of self-control (Galatians 5:23) out of a preference for
the secular orthodoxy of narcissistic postmodernism.
This unbiblical re-invention is a
false image whose ways are man’s
ways, not God’s. See Dartmouthand Princeton-educated theologian Robert Gagnon’s “The Bible
and Homosexual Practice: Text
and Hermeneutics” and Duke New
Testament (NT) professor Richard
Hays’ “The Moral Vision of the New
Testament.” Hays clarifies that in
the NT, “Marriage between man
and woman is the normative form
for human sexual fulfillment, and
homosexuality is one among many
tragic signs that we are a broken
people, alienated from God’s loving purpose.”
In light of all this, Scripture is
indeed a sharp two-edged sword.
“Know that the Lord himself is God.
It is He who has made us and not
we ourselves” (Psalm 100:3). We
are called to be holy as God is holy
(1 Peter 1:16), sensitively speaking
the truth in love (Ephesians 4:15),
worshiping God through liberating obedience. This is arguably
the defining ethical issue of our
day, and as such, it is our responsibility to think through it honestly as educational stewards of the
next generation.

all—of these thoughts have crossed
your mind at some point, whether
you’re a senior forced to eat at the
DC on Friday nights or a freshman
dealing with week four of DC meals.
But, unlike my predecessors, I am
here to make a new claim. Though
many have blamed the food options
and quality for our continual dissatisfaction, I propose that the essence of the problem is within us,
the students.
As students at a Christian university, we claim to be . . . well, Christians. This claim suggests that we
are committed to reflecting the
character of Christ through our
thoughts, words and actions. Yet I
have observed that both I and my
fellow DC-goers are hypocrites.
For example, it’s 5:15 p.m. I am
hungry and eager to leave my
half-finished essay to the lonely

confines of my room and walk to
the DC. But when I get there, nothing strikes my fancy. After roaming
about in attempt to compile an ideal dinner plate, I return to my table
of friends. As I set my full plate on
the table, I generate conversation
by saying, “There’s nothing to eat!”
Then, because I am a “good Christian,” I bow my head and thank God
for the food.
Through this entire narrative,
does anything seem off ? I, along
with many of you, have fallen into
the sinful cycle of complaining, yet
still have the audacity to thank
my heavenly Father for what He
provides.
Perhaps you are now thinking,
“Humph. I don’t complain about the
DC food. It’s food, dude!” But have
you ever complained about classes? Weather? Dorm life? If you have,

then congratulations! You are also
a part of our complaining Christian community.
Dear Taylor students, I write this
article not to call out individuals,
because I myself am guilty of hypocrisy. Instead, I write this to call
out our community as a whole. We
are not reflecting the character
of Christ through our ungratefulness. Instead, we tarnish His name
by producing the self-righteous
image of thankfulness with our
pre-dinner prayers.
I propose that as a Christian community we take our faith seriously.
Let us repent from our complaining and be renewed by God to take
on an attitude of genuine thankfulness. Let us as the body of Christ
keep each other accountable to
produce words and actions filled
with joy, love and thankfulness. Let
us as God’s children cease gathering in the DC to complain but
instead gather to thank our heavenly Father for His provision and
many blessings.

experience at least once during
their four years at the university.
For many, it will come as the result of opening a link that seemed
harmless at the time, raising this
question: Why does Taylor monitor what websites we visit?
The Life Together Covenant
claims that its expectations are
dedicated to “helping each member of the community grow in maturity and the ability to make wise
choices.” The residence hall leadership encourages residents to behave in a certain way because we
are all adults and will be treated
as such. But if these messages are
true, it seems that in using content-control software the university is contradicting itself. The
software does not encourage us to

grow in our ability to make wise
choices but rather makes those
decisions for us, blocking sites
containing content that doesn’t
line up with the university’s standards. This can feel like a form of
censorship, a sort of “Big Brother” system that watches for when
we mess up. But that can’t be all
there is to it.
An employer once told me she
wanted to track sales at our small
snack shop. I thought perhaps this
was because she was trying to track
down a thief, so I questioned the
necessity of such a system. Her
answer was something like this: “I
don’t think many people are stealing from the shop. I’m putting this
in place for the one person who
feels the temptation, for the one
or two people who think taking a
candy bar won’t make a difference.
I want to make doing the right
thing easier for them, to help keep
them accountable without singling
them out.”
In many ways, I’m beginning to
think that Taylor’s content-control
system is necessary for the same
reason that the inventory system
was. For the majority of students,
making wise decisions in what
websites they visit comes with little

difficulty. But for some, it doesn’t.
For some, the temptation to visit
a site that contains pornographic
content, encourages illegal gambling or provides test answers is
an all-too-present reality. Although
friends can help someone fight that
temptation, it is relatively easy for
someone to find a place where no
one can see his or her computer screen.
In Luke 17:3, Jesus says, “Pay attention to yourselves! If your brother sins, rebuke him.” We are called
to keep each other accountable in
this community of believers. By
monitoring sites students are visiting and calling them out when
they go somewhere that threatens their integrity, Taylor provides an accountability system.
The content-control software is
sometimes inconvenient, sometimes Big Brother-ish and sometimes just plain frustrating. But it
is also a way for Taylor to encourage its students to live godly lives,
overcome temptation and grow in
their ability to see when a choice is
not in their best interests. The system isn’t perfect, but if Taylor can
help remove the temptation to sin
from one student’s life, the inconvenience is worth it.

instruction to “honor your father
and your mother” (Exodus 20:12). It
is noteworthy that no other marital
relationship is envisioned in Scripture or Christian history.
I do not see how we can in good
conscience and in true love affirm
that it’s in any child’s psychological best interest to grow up with
two dads or two moms—or the impersonal social categories “parent
1” and “parent 2.” Children will be
deprived of either a male or female
parental role model, and all will be
deprived of heterosexual parental
role models—a major disadvantage
considering the fact that over 95%
of human beings are heterosexual. I am equally concerned about
the extension of adoption rights to
bisexuals and the transgendered.
Because the Supreme Court’s verdict sets a decisive legal precedent, these groups are sure to be
entitled the privilege to adopt. For
children in such arrangements,
the psychological challenges will
be complex. How can they understand their parents when nature,
history and world religions offer
no precedents?
Our standard should always be
high, especially when children are

Big Brother or brother’s keeper?
Considering content control
Amy Gaasrud
Contributor

Looking for a tutorial on how to
make flowers out of old book pages,
I clicked on a link.
“This domain is blocked.”
For half a second, my heart rate
spiked, and I quickly closed the
tab before realizing sheepishly that I wouldn’t get in trouble
simply for having Taylor’s warning page up for more than two
seconds. Opening a new tab, I restarted my search, this time using
only sites I’d been to before.
It’s safe to guess that most Taylor students will have a similar
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at risk. God’s holiness is the benchmark for Christian ethics (Matthew
5:21-48; 1 Peter 1:16). Divinely ordained marriage, God’s design, aspires to “holy matrimony,” wherein
a man and a woman become one
flesh in an atoning relationship of
Christ-like love, not for the spouses’
interests only but also for the welfare of their children and society as
a whole, whose composition begins
with the family. That all of us fall
short necessitates the cross, confession, repentance and reconciliation, but not compromise, false
religion or unholy grace.
For Christians, these ethical
questions are fundamental. True
Christian social work and biblically authentic religion looks after the
welfare of the widow and the orphan ( James 1:27). Biblical admonitions are explicit: “You shall not
pervert the justice due a foreigner
or an orphan” (Deuteronomy 24:17)
and “It would be better for them to
be thrown into the sea with a millstone tied around their neck than
to cause one of these little ones to
stumble” (Luke 17:2).
The biblical admonitions against
homosexual behavior in Leviticus
18 and Romans 1 remain relevant.
Revisionists who argue otherwise
disguise humankind’s idolatrous
inclination to conform God to our
agenda. It is concerning that this
contrived deity, in prioritizing the

Thanks for nothing

Co-Editors in Chief
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It can feel like Big Brother is watching when a site is blocked.

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to
liz_syson@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.
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“It was a tooth and nail type of game, very close.”
TU and the horrible, no good, very bad day
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for a goal at 8:10 in the first period. The Trojan defense held the
lead for the next ten minutes until a handball led to a Marygrove
penalty kick that evened the
score at 1–1.
“It’s just stupid things like that that Football
we’ve done all year . . . ” said head
coach Gary Ross. “We’re just shoot- Schedule
9/26 Olivet Nazarene (A) 2:00 P.M.
ing ourselves in the foot right now.”
_______________________________________
Marygrove went on to score two
more goals before intermission and Men’s Golf
completed the game with a 4–1 vic- Schedule
tory. This is the second game out 9/28 Arnie’s Intercollegiate Invitational (A) 12:00 P.M.
Arnie’s Intercollegiate Invitational (A) 9:00 A.M.
of the last four in which Taylor has 9/29
_______________________________________
taken an early 1–0 lead and lost
the game.
Men’s Soccer

PREVIEW

TU and the
terrible,
horrible, no
good, very
bad day

“It’s just stupid
things like that
that we’ve done
all year . . . We’re
just shooting
ourselves in the
foot right now.”

Photograph provided by TU Sports Information Department

Schedule

9/26 Bethel (A) 3:00 P.M.
9/30 Marian 7:00 P.M.
_______________________________________

Men’s Tennis
Schedule

9/26 Indiana Wesleyan (A) 10:00 A.M.
9/29 Bethel 3:00 P.M.
10/1 Cedarville (A) 4:00 P.M.
_______________________________________

The loss moves Taylor’s record Volleyball
to 2–5–1 as the Trojans play BethOminous clouds hung over Tay- dreary morning turned into an ideal, el tomorrow. Youth, inexperience Schedule
9/25 Mount Vernon Nazarene (A) 7:00 P.M.
lor’s campus on Saturday, foreshad- sunny late summer afternoon.
and injuries have proven to be is- 9/26 Goshen (A) 3:00 P.M.
Spring Arbor 7:00 P.M.
owing a day of trouble for Trojan
The day began when men’s soccer sues for the men’s soccer team so 9/30
_______________________________________
athletics. Ceaseless rain filled the took the field against Marygrove. far this season. Moving forward, the
morning and cleared as the after- Taylor started strong when soph- Trojans plan to shore up their defen- Women’s Golf
noon sun peaked its way through omore Gabe Saliba completed a sive strategy and do a better job of
Schedule
the clouds. What had started as a pass to freshman Jeremiah Rader possessing the ball.

Senior Giovanny Guthro prepares to move the ball past a Marygrove defender.

TU Athletics goes
1-3 on Saturday
Lincoln Reed
Sports Editor

Sometimes, when it rains, it pours.

4:00 p.m.

Photograph provided by Taylor Athletic Department website

Sophomore Becca Gerig defends a kill during Taylor’s game against IWU on Saturday.

Photograph by Shannon Smagala

Senior running back Justin Keys runs through a hole to score for Taylor.

7:00 p.m.
The lights flickered on at Turner Stadium as the sun set over the tree line
on the distant edges of campus. Taylor football took the field against Division 1 Butler University in their
fifth matchup. Taylor has yet to win
against Butler–the Bulldogs have
won their last four meetings with
the Trojans.
Last year’s Taylor vs. Butler matchup experienced a long weather delay.
Lightning became a critical issue as a
thunderstorm shortened the game in
a 38–3 Butler victory. This year’s conditions proved to be different as clear
skies and crisp air provided ideal conditions for Saturday night’s game.
The Trojans took a quick lead
when freshman quarterback Everett Pollard connected with senior
Justin Keys for a 17-yard touchdown
pass. An extra point kick by freshman Austin Gunderson set the Trojans with a 7–0 lead with 10 minutes
left in the quarter.

Butler scored three minutes later to
tie the game at 7–7 on a 69-yard kickoff return that resulted in a touchdown. In the remaining minutes of
the first quarter, the Trojans marched
down the field with a 21 yard pass by
Pollard to junior tight end Tyler Bosse
that put the Trojans within scoring
distance. Gunderson proceeded to
kick a 24-yard field goal to help the
Trojans regain the lead at 10–7.
“We were executing our plays,” said
senior wide receiver Shawn Lashbrook. “We were taking care of business as far as each one of us in our
jobs. We gave up a special teams play,
gave up a punt return that turned the
momentum a little bit.”
The second quarter started with a
quick three and out for the Trojan offense. Butler capitalized and scored
on their first drive of the quarter
to make the score 14–10 in favor of
the Bulldogs.
Butler held the lead for the rest of
the game.
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As the men’s soccer team walked off
the field Saturday, Taylor volleyball
stepped onto the court against No. 16
Indiana Wesleyan.
“IWU is a really good team,” said
head coach Holly Motheral. “We
would have to play very good, disciplined volleyball to beat them.”
Taylor entered the matchup
against the Wildcats with a game
plan of aggressive offense and disciplined defense. Indiana Wesleyan
ran a quick offense that required the
Trojans to commit few errors to secure a win.
The first set began with a service
error by Indiana Wesleyan. The Trojans capitalized on sloppy play from
the Wildcats early in the first set until the score became tied 8–8. Both
teams battled back and forth across
Butler out-rushed, out-passed and
out-played Taylor in the remaining
three quarters of play. Turnovers
killed the Trojans: a total of five accumulated throughout the game.
Butler rushed for 190 yards, passed
for 298 and had one turnover. Taylor rushed for 79 yards and passed
for 167 yards.
“I think we got away from what was
working in the first quarter, especially a good mix of run and pass,” said
Lashbrook. “Once we started to force
the issue and try to make big plays,
they took advantage of it and ended
up making some plays on the ball and
ended up making a few interceptions,
which really hurt us.”
Lashbrook received 75 yards and
had two tackles during Saturday
night’s game. Adam Sauder led the
Trojans with 16 tackles and Justin
Keys led the team in rushing with
65 yards.
After the final seconds waned on
the clock, the score stood 41–10 in favor of Butler. The Trojans now stand
0–5 against Butler University. Taylor
looks to improve their overall record
of 1–2 when they travel to Olivet Nazarene tomorrow. This is the first time
the Trojans will travel on the road
this season.

the net until the Wildcats pulled
away to win the first set 25–20. The
next two sets featured textbook volleyball by Indiana Wesleyan. The
Wildcats dominated the court in every facet of the game.
“Once we got to the game, overall,
everybody was just really timid, almost scared in a way,” said sophomore Becca Gerig. “It made it hard
for us to execute our game plan.”
Gerig and junior Kelly Arnold led
the Trojans with five kills each. Taylor gathered a season-low hitting percentage of -0.017.
The Wildcats controlled the next
two sets. Trojan defenders scrambled around the court, diving and
sacrificing their bodies as Wesleyan kills and touches found their way
onto open areas of the court. The
Wildcats earned 80 digs and 47 kills

Meanwhile, somewhere in Ohio...

While Taylor football wrestled with
Butler, the women’s soccer team had
a battle of its own in Sylvania, Ohio,
Saturday night. The Trojans faced
Lourdes University in more than ninety minutes of grueling soccer.
The women’s soccer team took
the field Saturday night after a quick
turnaround from their 7–1 loss
against IPFW the night before. Taylor and Lourdes proved to be evenly
matched as the game went scoreless
through two periods of play.
“Lourdes was a really competitive
team, but skill-wise we were definitely
a lot better,” said junior Shelbi Lowe.
“We were very tired from the night before. I think that that took a huge toll.
It was a tooth and nail type of game,
very close.”
A relentless defense and clutch
saves by freshman goalkeeper Lauren Engelkes helped the Trojans stay
alive. Lourdes had only two shots on
goal during the 90-minute game. Both
were stopped by diving efforts from
Engelkes, who knocked both shots
wide of the goal with one hand.
The scoreless game went into
overtime. Five minutes later, senior
Courtney Selle managed to cross a
pass over to Lowe who headed the

9/25 Madonna Crusader Classic (A) 9:00 A.M.
_______________________________________

Women’s Soccer
Schedule

9/26 Bethel 7:00 P.M.
9/29 Marian (A) 7:00 P.M.
_______________________________________

Women’s Tennis
Schedule

9/26 Indiana Wesleyan 10:00 A.M.
9/29 Bethel 3:00 P.M.
10/1 Cedarville (A) 4:00 P.M.

compared to 51 digs and 20 kills for
the Trojans. The third and final set
ended with two attack errors by the
Trojans. Taylor accumulated 22 attack
errors throughout three sets.
The volleyball team looks to bounce
back when they travel to Mount Vernon Nazarene today and Goshen College tomorrow.
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ball past the Lourdes goalkeeper for
a game winning goal.
“That was encouraging after the
thumping we took the night before,”
said head coach Scott Stan. “That’s
all you can say. It was a thumping.”
The late night victory for women’s
soccer proved to be the silver lining on
an otherwise bad day for Taylor athletics. Thanks to the overtime victory, Taylor managed to end the day on a high
note despite a corporate effort of 1–3.
Moving forward, if Taylor’s teams
can score more points and goals than
their competition, the Trojans will
have an increased chance of winning.
echo@taylor.edu
Athlete of the Week

Katherine Marquez
Year

Junior

Hometown

Bogota, Columbia

Position

1 singles, 1 doubles

Favorite quote

“The price of success is hard work, dedication
to the job at hand, and the determination that
whether we win or lose, we have applied the best
of ourselves to the task at hand” -Vince Lombardi

Funniest teammate

Lindy Hart

Favorite pump up song

“Outside” by Calvin Harris
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